
 

 
Rebel Football Stadium / Parking Lot Rules and Expectations

ALL BAGS ARE SUBJECT TO SEARCH

Starting immediately, we will be implementing a clear bag policy for ALL
spectators, & Security will also be added.  This policy means that any bag brought

into the stadium must be made of clear plastic or vinyl clear bags, to allow for
quick and efficient visual inspection, reducing the risk of prohibited items being
brought inside. Acceptable clear bags include clear backpacks, tote bags, or

similar transparent containers.

(Exceptions will be made for medically necessary items after inspection)

Security/Rebel Staff at entry gates will conduct a search of any additional
items and refuse entry to any persons possessing restricted items. Any serious

violations will be reported to local authorities for investigation.  

NOT ALLOWED IN STADIUM

All forms of cannabis products or paraphernalia are prohibited.
No wagons or carts of any size will be allowed into the stadium.
(Necessary baby strollers will be allowed and subject to search)
Alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs, or anyone under the influence
No outside food, drinks, or outside cups/mugs, including seeds , colored drinks, bottled

water, or coffees.
Balls, Frisbees, other potential projectiles,
Bicycles, skates, scooters, or skateboards
Cans, glass, thermos bottles, metal bottles, flasks, or liquid containers.
Horns or artificial noisemakers
Laser pointers, or any other items deemed a safety concern
Canopies (umbrellas will be permitted and subject to search.)
Poles, sticks, monopods, or tripods
Remote control cars or toys, including drones
Tobacco items of any kind
Weapons(or replicas) any knife, fireworks, or any other explosive devices.
No loitering in the stadium will be allowed.  
Wheelchairs and medically-necessary devices are permitted

and subject to search..
Only MBYFL badged staff/approved volunteers are permitted on the field.
NO spectator/guardian/parent shall approach a game official, opposing coach or

player at any time. Any issues should be brought up to a Rebel Board member, or
coach in a non aggressive manner.

 
The safety and well-being of our youth, volunteers, board, families, & spectators
are our top priorities. The Rebels Organization will be diligent in our efforts to
maintain and improve a safe and welcoming environment. We appreciate your
support by complying with our code of coduct, and reporting any violations.

 
Thank you,
Hollister Rebels Football & Cheer


